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Key messages for clients

Notice where your attention goes

Interrupt your worries

Maintain a routine

Find ways to connect with others

Accept and experience the stages of grief (in any order)

Do what you can, and accept your limitations
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Common presentations
• Fear of illness or death, and social and economic consequences of being ill.
• Rapid and severe changes in financial circumstances due to being laid off. 
• Uncertainty over social and economic futures. 
• Self isolation, social distancing, working from home resulting in a reduction in 

human contact. Loss of work-related identity.
• Feelings of isolation & loneliness, “I’m all on my own”.
• Process of learning to use different forms of communication or work processes.  
• Anxieties about what might happen to oneself and one’s family, loved ones 

trapped overseas, access to vital medications. 
• Panic about the potential for global social and economic meltdown/collapse. 
• Feelings of powerlessness and hopelessness over events that cannot be 

controlled.
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Two main anxieties
Existential anxiety 

The innate fear of an uncertain future

Health anxiety 
An exaggerated response to a real situation
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Health anxiety 
An exaggerated response to a real situation

1. Seeking reassurance through research, but creating more anxiety around “what if I…”.

2. Leading to checking body for symptoms.

3. But, increased physiological arousal, has led increasing physical sensations (increased 
heart rate, increased blood pressure, shallow breathing (difficult?), increased body 
temperature), leading the client to ask, “are these feelings symptoms?!”

4. Brain via the parasympathetic nervous system is now being filled with chemicals like 
adrenalin and cortisol, leading to increased and rapid mental activity, with a tendency to 
overestimate the symptoms and dangers. The vicious cycle has begun!

5. With the fight/flight response now triggered. Client will increasingly avoid of risk factors:

I. Sets up the false belief that they have coped because they avoided, leading to more 
avoidance;

II. The more they avoid, the more anxious they feel and the less they participate in 
pleasant activities.

Obsessive-compulsive type thinking and behaviours. 
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Existential anxiety 
The innate fear of an uncertain future

• Media reports tending towards the alarmist. 

• Commentators speculating on catastrophic 
global social, political and economic 
impacts. 

• Uncertainty about our collective future. 

• Leading to feelings of intense, spiralling 
anxiety and rapidly spinning thoughts that 
that are in response to events and 
consequences that are completely outside 
of individual control. 
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Grief & loss
Anticipatory grief of what will or might be lost, and, in time, actual loss of loved ones and ‘normality’

Early stages of grief (David Kessler): 

denial: This virus won’t affect us.

anger: You’re making me stay home and taking away my activities! It’s not fair!

bargaining: Okay, if I social distance for two weeks everything will be better, right?

sadness: I don’t know if everything I love will survive this. What will I/we lose?
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What can you do for your 
clients?

&
What can you help them do 

for themselves?
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1. Interrupt worries 
Interrupt and challenge catastrophic thinking!

Identify what the client can control, and 
practice accepting the rest.

Quiet the noise - take a break from the news.

Help the client identify what they are grateful 
for and what gives them feelings of hope.

Breathing, grounding, mindfulness, exercise. 

Change environment – get outside, sit in the 
garden, walk on the beach or in the park. 
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2. Maintain routine
Create and stick to a daily routine or schedule

Set and stick to realistic limits for working hours 

Eat regular meals, but avoid the temptation to snack – cook more!

Engage in enjoyable activities that are also healthy, even better if they involve interactions 
with family and friends.

• work, books, hobbies, games, entertainment; finish that home project! 
• nline interactive games with other people can be a good way of engaging the mind, 

while connecting with others.

Plan and act on doable projects that connect to a meaningful future – this will generate 
HOPE and PURPOSE. It’s okay to plan for the apocalypse!
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3. Combat loneliness and isolation

Remember: we are all in this together

Being on their own doesn’t mean that they need to feel alone.

Stay connected to friends, family and colleagues.

Set a goal for minimum phone or video contact each day. Set 
an intention for what them want to bring to the conversation! 
Be a creator, not a reactor. 

Reach out to lend a hand to others – who in their family, 
network or neighbourhood might need their assistance or 
support?
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4. Support the final stages of grief

acceptance: It is what it is, this is happening; this is my reality and these are my 
limitations. I have to figure out how to proceed.

meaning: what do I want now and in the future? (survive & thrive)

What can I do to make this happen?

I can keep myself and others safe: I can wash my hands. I can keep a safe distance. I 
can learn how to work virtually. I can keep calm (for my own benefit and for others).

I can be helpful to others. I can show kindness. I can love and take care of those that 
are closest to me.

I can plan for the future. 

I can become an active creator of the world I wish to live in, while accepting that which 
is outside of my control.
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